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Test Data Compression Technique for Embedded Cores
Using Virtual Scan Chains

Abhijit Jas, Bahram Pouya, and Nur A. Touba

Abstract—This paper presents a design-for-test (DFT) technique to im-
plement a “virtual scan chain” in a core that looks (to the system integrator)
like it is shorter than the real scan chain inside the core. A core with a “vir-
tual scan chain” is fully compatible with a core with a regular scan chain in
terms of both the external test interface and tester program. The I/O pins
of a core with a virtual scan chain are identical to the I/O pins of a core
with a regular scan chain. For the system integrator, testing a core with a
virtual scan chain is identical to testing a core with a regular scan chain (no
special modes, control signals, or timing sequences are needed). The only
difference is that the virtual scan chain is much shorter so the size of the
scan vectors and output response is smaller resulting in less test data as
well as less test time (fewer scan shift cycles). The process of mapping the
virtual scan vectors to real scan vectors is handled inside the core and is
completely transparent to the system integrator.

Index Terms—Automatic test equipment, data compression, design for
testability, digital system testing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The semiconductor market is becoming increasingly more competi-
tive with shorter design cycles. The rapidly growing number of small
fab-less design houses has resulted in an abundance of choice when it
comes to buying semiconductor products. Integration of entire systems
on a single chip [system-on-chip (SOC)] has significantly helped
reduce effective manufacturing costs of semiconductors in recent
years. However, the complexity of verifying and testing such SOCs
has gone up significantly. Designing SOCs with predesigned and
preverified cores is becoming the norm to reduce design turn-around
time. These cores could be in-house or purchased from commercial
vendors and range from a wide variety of embedded processor cores,
memory cores, DSPs, and other ASICs. Multiple commercial vendors
sell cores with similar functionality, thereby creating a competitive
environment. One characteristic of a core that emerges as an important
distinguishing factor is test complexity. Given two cores with similar
functionality, the core that can be thoroughly tested with the smallest
amount of test data and the simplest tester program has a significant
competitive advantage because it reduces manufacturing test costs.

In this paper, a novel design-for-test (DFT) technique that allows
core vendors to reduce the test complexity of the core they are trying to
market is presented (preliminary results were published in [14]). The
idea is to create a core with a “virtual scan chain” which looks (to the
system integrator) like it is shorter than the real scan chain inside the
core (as illustrated in Fig. 1). The I/O pins of the core with the virtual
scan chain are identical to the I/O pins of a core with a real scan chain.
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Fig. 1. Concept of virtual scan chain.

There is a scan data in (SDI) pin, scan data out (SDO) pin, and a scan
enable (SE) pin to control the scan chain. This means that the external
test interface of a core with a virtual scan chain is identical to one with
a regular scan chain. Moreover, there are no special modes, external
control signals, or timing sequences that are required (as are commonly
required in other test data compression schemes), so the tester program
is exactly the same as is used for conventional scan testing. This is a
very significant advantage as it implies that the system integrator does
not need to change existing test methodologies, tools, and flows to ac-
commodate a core with a virtual scan chain in his SOC design. The
only difference is that a core with a virtual scan chain appears to have
much shorter scan chains inside the core and results in shorter test vec-
tors and output responses. This directly translates to reduced test data
volume and reduced test time (fewer scan shift cycles). The real scan
chain inside the core, however, is longer than the virtual scan chain.
The process of mapping the virtual scan vectors to real scan vectors
is handled inside the core and is completely transparent to the system
integrator. One nice feature of a virtual scan chain is that it hides in-
tellectual property (IP) because it encodes the core’s scan vectors and
disguises the real number of scan cells.

Without loss of generality, a single virtual scan chain replacing a
single real scan chain will be described, but obviously, if the core has
multiple real scan chains then they could be replaced with multiple
virtual scan chains.

II. RELATED WORK

The problem of reducing test data and test time for SOCs in general
and cores in particular, have been attacked from several different angles
in recent literature. These techniques can broadly be classified into the
following categories.

1) Techniques that relate to compression in a full-scan environment.
These include scan chain architecture techniques [1], as well
as the use of hardware decompressors to decode precompressed
stored test patterns [3], [4], [7], [12], and [13]. All of theses tech-
niques apply to cores with regular scan chains and, hence, also
apply to cores with virtual scan chains since a core with a virtual
scan chain is fully compatible to a core with a regular scan chain
from the system integrator’s point of view.

2) Techniques that are used in an automatic test pattern generation
(ATPG) framework to produce test vectors that can more effec-
tively be compressed and later decompressed in hardware [6],
[10], [11].

Fig. 2. Example of virtual scan chain that is p+ q + 2 bits long.

3) Hybrid techniques that use built-in self-test (BIST) structures to
aid external testing. Several such techniques are described in [5],
[9], [15]–[17], and [20]. The technique described here falls in this
category. Two techniques that are closely related to the technique
described here are described in [2] and [8]. Reconfiguration tech-
niques for such architectures are described in [18]. In [8], an ap-
proach called parallel serial full scan (PSFS) is presented. The
idea is to have two modes for loading a scan chain from a single
scan data in (SDI) pin: parallel and serial. In parallel mode, the
same test vector is shifted into multiple scan chains. In [2], a
linear XOR gate based “expander” network is implemented to ex-
pand N input channels from the tester to feedM scan channels
in the chip (N < M). This results in both test data and test-time
reduction. Although conceptually the techniques described here
and in [2] are similar, there are several differences in the corre-
sponding scan architectures. Reference [2] puts a restriction on
the number of specified bits in each scan shift cycle, whereas
the technique described here puts a restriction on the number of
specified bits over the entire test vector. This gives more flexi-
bility to the ATPG tool or any static compaction tool that is used
as a post-processor on the ATPG generated test cubes. The tech-
nique described in [8] is a special case of the technique described
in [2] (degenerate case of the expander network). In general, the
technique in [8] requires the use of two different modes, serial
and parallel, and thus, is not fully compatible with normal con-
ventional scan testing as the technique described here is (i.e., it
is not transparent as the user needs to modify the tester program
to account for this).

III. IMPLEMENTING A VIRTUAL SCAN CHAIN

Having described the concept of a virtual scan chain, now the details
of how it can be implemented inside the core will be discussed. It is
best explained with an example. Fig. 2 shows how an m-bit long real
scan chain can be implemented as a (p + q + 2)-bit long virtual scan
chain, where m = p + 4q and p + q + 2 < m. The real scan chain
(consisting ofm scanned flip-flops in the core) is divided into one p-bit
linear feedback shift register (LFSR) and four smaller scan subchains.
Each scan subchain is q bits long. The LFSR is formed by reconfiguring
p bits of the original real scan chain into an LFSR during testing. Only
p + q + 2 bits will be shifted in from the SDI pin (since that is the
size of each virtual scan vector), and after that the system clock will
be applied to capture the response back into the LFSR and the scan
subchains. During those p + q + 2 scan cycles, all m = p + 4q scan
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Fig. 3. Format of virtual scan vector.

elements must be filled with the real scan vector. The way this is done
will now be described.

There is a scan controller which is a simple finite state machine
(FSM) that controls which of the scan subchains/LFSR the SDI input
is being shifted into during each scan cycle. During the first two scan
cycles, the SDI input is shifted into a 2-bit select (SEL) register. During
the next p scan cycles, the SDI input is shifted into the portion of the
scan chain which will later on be configured as a p-bit linear feedback
shift register (LFSR). During the last q scan cycles, the SDI input is
shifted into one of the 4 q-bit scan subchains (selected by the 2-bits
shifted into the SEL register earlier). The format of the virtual scan
vector is shown in Fig. 3. Once the p bits have been loaded, the LFSR is
configured to operate for the next q scan cycles. The remaining 3 q-bit
scan subchains are loaded from the p-bit LFSR through a phase-shifter
network. The LFSR operates in autonomous mode during the final q
scan cycles. Thus, at the end of p+ q+2 scan cycles, all m = p+ 4q

scan elements are loaded with a test vector. Note that the state of the
LFSR after q scan cycles form part of the test vector. The seed (initial
state) that is loaded into the LFSR is “expanded” by running the LFSR
in autonomous mode. The process of finding a virtual scan vector that
will map to a desired test vector is described in the next section.

As the next virtual scan vector is shifted in, the response of the pre-
vious vector gets shifted out. The responses of the LFSR and the mul-
tiple subchains need to be compacted as they are shifted out since there
is only one SDO output. This can be done using a multiple-input sig-
nature register (MISR) with its feedback line connected to the SDO
output. This will make the output response of the virtual scan chain
look like that of a regular scan chain. For the last test vector in the test
set, the last few bits of the output response information may get stuck in
the flip-flops of the MISR and not get shifted out. This problem can be
solved by adding an extra “dummy” test vector to the end of the virtual
scan vector test set to effectively “flush” the contents of the MISR out.
Using a MISR introduces the possibility of losing fault coverage due
to aliasing. This can be avoided by either doing fault simulation with
the MISR when generating the test vectors, or by choosing the size of
the MISR so that the probability of aliasing is sufficiently low.

Note that while the example in Fig. 2 shows 4 q-bit scan subchains,
any number of such subchains can be used (e.g., 8, 16, 32, etc.). Se-
lecting the number of subchains and the size of the LFSR will be dis-
cussed in Section V after the test generation procedure is described.

IV. CONSTRUCTING VIRTUAL SCAN VECTOR TEST SET

In this section, a procedure for finding a minimal set of virtual scan
vectors that provides the desired fault coverage is described. It is as-
sumed that the virtual scan chain architecture (i.e., the number of scan
subchains and size of the LFSR) has already been selected. The process
of choosing a virtual scan chain architecture for a particular core will
be discussed in the next section as many of the issues for that relate to
the test generation procedure described in this section.

Each virtual scan vector gets mapped to a test vector in the real scan
chain by using the LFSR and the phase-shifter network. The idea of
expanding an LFSR seed into a scan vector was first proposed in [17]. If
the LFSR has k-stages, then a system of linear equations can be solved
to find a seed that will generate a particular test cube.

A. Test Generation

The procedure for finding a virtual scan vector test set that provides
the desired fault coverage is as follows. First, random test generation
is used to find virtual scan vectors that detect the easy-to-detect faults.
This is done by simply simulating random virtual scan vectors, and
those that detect previously undetected faults are added to the test set.
For the hard-to-detect faults, regular ATPG is done to find test cubes
(i.e., the unspecified inputs are left as X’s). The linear equations for
the LFSR are then solved to find a virtual scan vector that will map
to the test cube as described in [17]. The size of the LFSR needs be
selected to be sufficiently long so that a solution always exists for the
linear equations. In [9], it was shown that if the number of stages in the
LFSR is 20 greater than the number of specified bits in the test cube,
then the probability of finding a seed is 0.999 999. Note that one of
the subchains can be selected as the one to be directly loaded from the
SDI input, so this reduces the number of specified bits that need to be
generated by the LFSR and, thus, allows a smaller LFSR to be used.
The procedure for selecting an optimal size for the LFSR is discussed
in Section V.

B. Static Compaction

Static compaction involves merging compatible test cubes to reduce
the total number of test cubes. Two test cubes are compatible if they do
not have conflicting values at any bit position (conflicting values are
when one has a specified 1 and the other a specified 0 in the same bit
position). Two test cubes are merged by specifying all bit positions in
which either has a specified value, hence merging test cubes increases
the number of specified bits. For a virtual scan chain, the amount of
static compaction that can be done is limited because static compaction
specifies additional X’s which may cause the resulting test cube to no
longer be mappable to a virtual scan vector. As a result, the number
of virtual scan vectors required for a particular fault coverage may be
more than the number of regular scan vectors. However, because each
virtual scan vector is much shorter (has fewer bits), the overall amount
of test data is still greatly reduced (as will be shown in the experimental
results).

The constrained static compaction procedure for a virtual scan chain
must check when two test cubes are merged, that the additional spec-
ified bits do not cause the system of linear equations for the LFSR to
become unsolvable. A threshold on the total number of specified bits
(which depends on the size of the LFSR) can be used as a heuristic on
whether the linear equations will be solvable. Static compaction of test
cubes can proceed until the total number of specified bits for all the
scan subchains, minus the one scan subchain that is directly fed from
the SDI pin, exceeds the threshold. Whichever scan subchain has the
largest number of specified bits can be chosen as the one that is directly
fed from the SDI pin to maximize the amount of static compaction.

After static compaction, the linear equations for each test cube can be
solved to find a virtual scan vector that maps to the test cube. The virtual
scan vector for each test cube can then be expanded (by simulating the
LFSR) to the corresponding fully specified test vector which can then
be fault simulated to possibly drop additional undetected faults.

V. SELECTING VIRTUAL SCAN CHAIN ARCHITECTURE

The three important parameters that define a virtual scan chain ar-
chitecture are the number of scan chains n, the size of the LFSR p, and
the total number of test cubes after constrained static compaction N .
Once these three parameters are determined, the total amount of vir-
tual scan test data is given by (p + q + s) � N , where s = dlog

2
ne
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Fig. 4. Variation of V ,N and Total Test Data with S , for s5378 with n =
16 scan chains.

is the width of the select register. The length of each scan subchain
q (q = d(m � p)=ne) gets fixed for a given n, where m is the total
number of scan elements in the core. The objective in selecting a vir-
tual scan architecture is to minimize the total test data. The total test
data can be expressed as V � N , where V = p + q + s is the length
of each virtual scan vector. Note that for a given n, V depends directly
on p since both q and s depend only on n and p. So for a given number
of scan subchains n, the total test data will depend on the tradeoff be-
tween the number of test cubes N and the size of the LFSR p.

N can be decreased by statically compacting the test cubes. How-
ever, as the test cubes are statically compacted, the number of specified
bits in any particular test cube increases. This implies that to solve the
linear equations to find an LFSR seed, which when expanded will gen-
erate the given test cube, the size of the LFSR, p, needs to be increased.
So there is a tradeoff between N and p. Let Si denote the number of
specified bits for test cube Ti that needs to be solved for when finding
an LFSR seed. Note thatSi is less than the total number of specified bits
in Ti because it does not include the specified bits in the one subchain
that is directly fed by the SDI pin. Let Smax = max Si, for all test
cubes Ti belonging to the test set. The size of the LFSR p that is needed
to solve the equations for all the test cubes is directly determined by
Smax. The larger the Smax, the larger that p must be, which in turn
means that the virtual scan vector size V also increases. However an
increase in Smax causes more static compaction and consequently de-
creases N . Thus finding the optimal virtual scan architecture involves
finding the optimal value of Smax which minimizes the total test data.
The impact of Smax on V ,N , and the total test data is explained below
with an example.

Fig. 4 below plots the variation of the total number of test cubes
(N), the virtual scan length (V ), and the total test data with Smax. The
graph shown is for the circuit s5378 with n = 16 scan subchains. Ini-
tially the test set (with no static compaction) has N = 291 test cubes
with Smax = 16. As Smax is increased more static compaction occurs,
which decreases N . This is illustrated in Fig. 4 by the middle line. Ini-
tially, with increasing Smax, N decreases rapidly up to a point when
increasing Smax has little or no effect on N . Finally, when the con-
strained static compaction degenerates into unconstrained static com-
paction (due to a sufficiently large value of Smax) the curve flattens out
completely.

To exactly determine the size of the LFSR for a givenSmax, a system
of linear equations needs to be solved [17]. However, in [9], it was
shown that if the number of stages in the LFSR is 20 greater than the
number of specified bits, the probability of finding a seed is 0.999 999.

Fig. 5. Variation of V ,N and Total Test Data with S , for s5378 with n =
8 scan chains.

Thus Smax + 20 gives an estimate of the size of the LFSR p that is re-
quired to successfully find seeds for all the test cubes. This estimate for
p is used to plot the variation of the virtual scan length V = p+ q+ s,
with Smax in Fig. 4 (the bottommost line). Note that plotting this curve
avoids the expensive computation of solving the linear equations to ac-
tually find a seed by suitably estimating the LFSR size p. This is an
important feature of this methodology that makes the process compu-
tationally efficient.

Once V and N have been plotted, the curve for the total test data
(V � N) can be very easily obtained. This is shown in Fig. 4 by the
topmost line. The total test data value has been scaled down by 200 to
fit the y-axis scale (scaling leaves the shape of the curve unchanged), so
that the comparison can be made on the same graph for visual clarity.
It is clearly seen from the figure that the plot of total test data has a
very well defined global minimum. This is the point that defines the
optimum virtual scan architecture for s5378 with 16 scan subchains.
This happens to be the point for which Smax = 31,N = 167, V = 66

and total test data = 22044 bits.

Once the optimal virtual scan architecture has been obtained from an
estimate of the LFSR size, further optimization can be done by actually
solving the system of linear equations for all the test cubes. The choice
of Smax + 20 as the LFSR size virtually guarantees success in finding
seeds for the equations. However, in most cases it is a very conservative
estimate. As will be seen later in the experimental results section, in
most cases the equations can be solved with fewer than Smax+20 bits
for the LFSR. It turns out for this example that all the equations can
be solved by Smax + 7 resulting in a total test data of 17 702 bits with
virtual scan length V = 53. Nevertheless, the estimate Smax + 20

allows quick computation of the optimal values of the parameters for
the virtual scan architecture by avoiding the expensive computation for
solving the system of linear equations.

All the analyses in the above paragraphs were carried out using a
given number of scan subchains n. Similar analyses can be easily car-
ried out for other values of n, and the best value (determined by the
total test data) can be chosen. Fig. 5 below shows the same plots for
n = 8 scan subchains. The best value of total test data obtained in this
case is 20 160 with Smax = 30, V = 63, N = 160. In this case also,
the LFSR size suffices to be Smax + 7. However, since n = 16 yields
better results than n = 8, the choice for the optimal virtual scan archi-
tecture will be 16 scan subchains. Note that although the final result is
different in the two cases, the nature of the graphs is very similar for
both the figures. Finding the optimal virtual scan architecture involves
finding the low point on the total test data graph.
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TABLE I
RESULTS COMPARING VIRTUAL SCAN CHAIN WITH REGULAR SCAN CHAIN

TABLE II
RESULTS SHOWING CPU RUNTIMES FOR FINDING OPTIMAL

VIRTUAL SCAN ARCHITECTURE

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments were performed for the largest ISCAS 89 benchmark
circuits. Table I shows the results comparing a virtual scan chain with
a regular scan chain. The fault coverage in both cases is 100% of de-
tectable faults. The test vectors for the regular scan chain were gener-
ated with Compactest [19] which uses a powerful dynamic compaction
procedure. A virtual scan chain with a certain number of subchains
was designed for each circuit and the optimum architecture was chosen
as described in Section V. For a regular scan chain, the following are
shown: the size of the regular scan chain, the number of test vectors
with full (unconstrained) static compaction, and the total amount of
test data (that must be stored on the tester). For the virtual scan chain,
the following are shown: the number of scan subchains n, the max-
imum number of specified bits in the statically compacted test vector
set Smax, the size of the virtual scan chain V (which is much shorter
than the real scan chain), the number of test vectors N which results
from static compaction under the constraints imposed by the linear de-
pendencies of the LFSRs, the size of the LFSR and the total amount of
test data. Lastly, the percentage reduction in the number of scan cycles
required for testing each circuit is shown. The percentage is computed
as follows:

[(Regular Scan Test Data)�(Virtual Scan Test Data)]

(Regular Scan Test Data)
� 100:

As can be seen from the results, the number of test vectors is larger
for the virtual scan chain because of the constraints on static com-
paction, however, the number of bits in each vector is much less than
that of a regular scan chain. Consequently, the total amount of test data
is reduced and the number of scan cycles for testing the circuit is also
reduced.

Table II shows the computation times (CPU seconds) for deter-
mining the optimum virtual scan architecture for a given number
of virtual scan chains (n). The experiments were run on a 1-GHz

Pentium III machine with 1-GB main memory running Linux. Column
2 in Table II shows the number of virtual scan chains for a given
circuit, columns 3 and 4 show the minimum and maximum value of
Smax, which were used to plot the curve as described in Section V.
Column 5 (�) is the increment in the value of Smax that was used to
compute the various data points for the curve. Thus the curves were
plotted using d(Smax � Smin)=�e data points. Column 8 shows the
CPU time for plotting the curve and column 9 shows the CPU time
for the final optimization step where the LFSR size is progressively
decreased to check when the equations become unsolvable. Note
that the time for plotting the curve can be reduced by increasing the
increment (�), and the time for solving the equations could be reduced
by using an incremental solver. Both of these approaches could greatly
speed up the procedure at the cost of only a minor reduction in the
overall compression.

As mentioned earlier, the two techniques that are most closely re-
lated to this work are [8] and [2]. The results obtained using virtual
scan chains are compared with those obtained in [8] and [2] in Table III.
The table compares the total test data volume for virtual scan chains
against the best results (test data volume) obtained in the other two
techniques. For the two techniques [8] and [2], Table III shows both
the total test data volume (in bits) and the percentage improvement ob-
tained by using virtual scan chains over each of these techniques. As
can be seen from the table, the results obtained using the virtual scan
chain method are better than those obtained in [8] for all the circuits.
The virtual scan chain results are better than those of [2] for all but
one of the circuits (s38584). The entries “NA” in the table below de-
note entries for which comparisons could not be made because the cited
work didn’t have the corresponding results. Note that the numbers in
[2] were obtained using 200 internal scan chains (i.e.,n = 200). One of
the disadvantages of using such a large number of internal scan chains
is that the hardware overhead for compacting the output response be-
comes large (large number of XOR gates or a very large MISR).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A core with a virtual scan chain reduces test costs for the system
integrator. Thus, core vendors may find virtual scan chains a means to
achieve a competitive advantage in selling their cores. Note that in this
work, the default ordering of the scan chains was used. It was assumed
that the core designer would want to choose the ordering of the scan
chain based on other criteria such as minimizing routing. However,
one way to improve the results would be to specially order the scan
chain. The scan cells could be partitioned into scan subchains in a way
that equally distributes the specified bits in the test cubes in order to
minimize the size of the LFSRs and/or maximize the amount of static
compaction that can be performed.
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TABLE III
RESULTS COMPARING VIRTUAL SCAN CHAIN TOTAL TEST DATA VOLUME WITH THOSE OF [2] AND [8]
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Improving the Stuck-at Fault Coverage of Functional Test
Sequences by Using Limited-Scan Operations

Irith Pomeranz and Sudhakar M. Reddy

Abstract—Functional test sequences were shown to detect unique de-
fects in VLSI circuits. This is thought to be due to the fact that they are
applied at-speed. However, functional test sequences do not achieve com-
plete stuck-at fault coverage. Therefore, scan-based stuck-at tests, as well
as other types of tests, are typically also applied. This increases the amount
of test resources required for test application. We describe a procedure for
inserting (limited) scan operations into a functional sequence in order to
improve its stuck-at fault coverage, thus reducing or eliminating the need
for separate scan-based stuck-at tests. Between scan operations, the func-
tional test sequence can still be applied at-speed; however, a higher stuck-at
fault coverage is achieved.

Index Terms—Functional test sequences, limited scan operations, scan
circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION

The results reported in [1] and similar studies show that different test
sets and different test application schemes, applied to the same scan-
based circuit, have unique defects that they detect, i.e., each method
detects certain defects that are not detected by any other test set or
test application scheme. In particular, functional test sequences were
shown to have unique defects that are not detected by any other method.
Functional test sequences are designed based on the functional descrip-
tion of the circuit and they do not use scan even if it is available. The
characteristic of functional test sequences that makes them effective
in testing scan-based sequential circuits is that the test vectors are ap-
plied at-speed through the functional path of the circuit. Even if scan is
available, a functional test sequence does not employ scan. However,
the stuck-at fault coverage of functional test sequences is lower than
that achieved by applying a scan-based stuck-at test set. This is due
to two reasons: 1) the fault coverage that can be achieved using scan
is higher than the fault coverage that can be achieved when scan is not
used and 2) some stuck-at faults that can be detected without using scan
may not be detected by a functional test sequence designed based on
the functional description of the circuit.
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